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Phil is a genuine asset for Cornell University, setting and achieving the highest standards while representing his department. He goes above and beyond, living by the IPP skills for success.

Phil often volunteers and seems to always be available to help anyone in need. He gives of himself freely and does it with professionalism. He is the go to person for colleagues when it comes to solving problems, proving time and again he can handle anything that comes his way. Managers call on Phil when they are in need of a lead for their area, and he is always there in a pinch.

Phil steps up when others are afraid to, always has a positive attitude, is honest, respectful, and is truly a team player. Coworkers tap his skills and look to him for help achieving their goals… and the good energy he brings to work is beneficial for us all.

Recently Catherine Lance, special events coordinator for Olin Library sent along a kudo for Phil: This event set up was on a Saturday at the PSB where there were back to back events, requiring timely clean up…. Catherine wrote: “I am always grateful for the assistance I receive for events that I host across campus, and I wanted to especially mention Phil’s help and presence throughout the event. He was a lifesaver for us all!”

Congratulations Phillip!
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